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The
spectral
density
offluctuations
intheaudio
power
ofmany
musical
selections
and
ofEnglish
speech

varies
approximately
asl/f (f isthefrequency)
down
toa frequency
of5X10-4Hz.ThisresultAmplies
thattheaudio-power
fluctuations
arecorrelated
overalltimes
in thesame
manner
as"l/f noise"
in
electronic
components.
Thefrequency
fluctuations
ofmusic
also
have
a 1/fspectral
density
atfrequencies
dow
n totheinverse
ofthelength
ofthepiece
ofmusic.
Thefrequency
fluctuations
ofEnglish
sp•,h have

a quite
different
behavior,
witha single
characteristic
timeofabout
0.1s,theaverage
length
ofa
syllable.
Theobservations
onmusic
suggest
tha
t 1/f noise
isa good
choice
forstochastic
composition.
Compositions
in which
thefrequency
andduration
ofeach
notewere
determined
by1/f noise
sources
sounded
pleasing.
Those
generated
bywhite-noise
sour
cessounded
toorandom,
while
those
generated
by
l/f 2 noisesounded
toocorrelated.
PACSnumbers:
•,3.75.Wx,43.60.Cg,43.75.--z,43.70.--h
INTRODUCTION

A secondcharacterization of the average behavior of

The spectral density of many physical quantities varies

as 1/f •, wheref is the frequencyand0.5•< 7 •<1.5, over
manydecades. Thusvacuumtubes,• carbonresistors,a

V(t) is the autocorrelation
function,(V(t)V(t+ 7)).
(V(t)V(t+•')) is a measureOfhowthefluctuatingquantities at times t and t + ß are related.

For a stationary

process(V(t)V(t+ •)) is independent
of t anddepends

semiconductingdevices,s continuous
4'sor discontinuous
6
metal films, ionic solutions,
? films at the supercondUct- only on the time difference 7. Sr(f) and(V(t)V(t+
are not independent, but are related by the Wieneringtransition,6 Josephson
junctions,
9 nervemembranes,
•ø Khintchine
relations •4
sunspotactivi{y,zl andthe floodlevels of the river Nilezl

all exhibitwhatis knownas "1If noise."t2 Although
this

(V(t)
V(t
+7))
=•:Sv(f)
cos
(2rfr)
df

phenomenonhas been extensively studied, there is as
yet no single theory that satisfactorily explains its ori-

gin. In this paper,z3we showthat the audiopowerand
frequency fluctuations in commontypes of music also

havespectraldensitiesthatvary as 1/f. The 1/f behavior implies some correlation in these fluctuating quantities over all times corresponding to the frequency range

for whichthe spectraldensityis 1/f. The observation
of the 1/f spectraldensityin musichasimplicationsfor
music'compositional
procedures. We haveused a
noise source in a simple computer algorithm to produce

stochasticmusic. The resultssuggestthat 1/f noise
sources have considerable promise for computer composition.
h SPECTRAL

DENSITY

AND TIME

CORRELATION

S

(1)

and

Sv(f)
=4J•'(V(t)¾(t
+r))cos(2r/r)dr.(2)
Many fluctuating quantities may be characterized by

a singlecorrelation
timere. In sucha case,V(t)is
correlatedwith V(t + •) for 171<<•½, andis independent
of V(t+•') for I• '>>•:. Usually,(V(t)v(t+
xexp(- I •1/•:). From Eq. (2), it is thenpossibleto
showthat Sr(f) is "white" (independentof frequency)in
the frequencyrange•correspondingto times over which
V(t) is independent(f<< 1/2•r•-:); and is a rapidly decreasing functionof fi•equency,usually1/f •, in the frequency

range•ver whichV(t) is correlated(f >>1/2•r•'½).A

Although frequently used in the analysis of random
sigrmls or "noise," the spectral density (power spectrum) is an extremely useful characterization of the
average behavior of any quantity varying in time. The

quantity with a 1/f spectral densitycannot, therefore, be

spectral densitySv(f) of a quantity V(t) fluctuatingwith
time t is a measure of the mean squaredvariation

whichSt(f) is 1/f-like. •s In general,a negativeslope

in a unit bandwidth centered on the frequency f. The
average is taken over a time that is long compared with

times of roughly1/2•rf. A steepslopeimpliesa higher

the period; in practice, we usually avdrageover at
least 30 periods. $v(f)may be measuredby passing
V(t) througha tunedfilter of frequencyf andbandwidth
õf. Sv(f) is then the averageof the squaredoutputof
the filter dividedby 5f. Thus, if V(t) is a voltage,Sv(f)

quantitywith a 1/f • spectraldensityis highlycorrelated.

is in units of volt squared per hertz.

characterized

by a single correlation

time.

In fact, the

1/f spectral densityimplies some correlation in V(t)
over all times corresponding to the frequency range for

for Sr(f) implies some degree of correlation in V(t) over
degree of correlation than a shallow slope. Thus a

Figure 1 showssamplesof white, l/f, .and1/f a noise
voltages versus time. Each fluctuating voltage was am-

'ptifiedto coverthesamerange,andeachhadthesame
high-frequency cutoff.

The white noise has the most

random appearance, and shows rapid uncorrelated
a•Present address:

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.
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changes.The 1/• • noiseis the mostcorrelatedshowing
only sIow changes. The l?f noiseis intermediate.
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ßFIG. 1. Samples
ofwhite,l/f, and1/f 2noisevoltages,
V(t)
versus

•_me t.

(b)

II.

1/f NOISE IN MUSIC

In our measurements on music and speech, the fluctuating quantity of interest was converted to a voltage
whose spectral density was measured by an interfaced

PDP-11 computer using a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm

that simulates

a bank of filters.

The most famil-

iar fluctuating quantity associated with music is the

audiosignal V(t) suchas the voltageusedto drive a
-5
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LOili0(t/IHz)

FIG. 3. Bach's First BrandenburgConcerto (log scales).

(a)$•(f) rs/; (b)$vi(f) vsf.
speakersystem. Figure 2(a) showsa plot of the spectral density$v(f) of the audiosignalfrom J. S. Bach's
First Brandenburg Concerto averaged over the entire
concerto. The spectral density consists of a series of

sharppeaksin the frequencyrange 100Hz to 2 kHz
corresponding to the individual notes in the concerto

and, of course, is far from 1/f. Althoughthis spectrum contains much useful information, our primary
interest is in more slowly varying quantities.

o

I000

2(XX)

One such quantity we call the audio power of the music,

f (Hz)

whichi• proportional
to theelectricalpowerdelivered
to a loudspeaker
by an amplifierandhenceto Vl(t).
Va(t)varies monotonically
withtheloudness
of the
music. In order to measureVi(t) the audiosignal
was amplified and passed through a bandpassfilter in
the range 100 Hz to 10 kHz. The output voltage was

squared, andfiltered with a 20-Hz low-pass filter. This
processproduceda slowlyvaryingsignal, Vi(t), that
was proportional to the "instantaneous" audio power of

the music. Correlationsof V2(t)representcorrelations
of the audio power of successive notes. The spectral
density of the audio power fluctuations of the First

Brandenburg
Concerto,S•l(f), averaged
overtheentire
concerto is shownin Fig. 2(b). On this linear-linear
plot, the .audio power fluctuations appear as a peak close
to zero frequency.
o

2

4

6

f (Hz)

FIG. 2. Bach's First BrandenburgConcerto(linear scales).
(a) Spectraldensityof audiosig•l, Sv(f) vs/• (b) spectral
densityof audiopower fluctuations,S•,2(f)vsf.
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Figure 3 is a log-tog plot of the same spectra as in

Fig. 2, In Fig. 3(a), the spectral density of the audio

signal, S•(f), is distributedover the audiorange. In
Fig. 3(b), however, the spectral densityof the audio
powerfluctuations,$rdf), showsthe 1/f behaviorbe-
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low 1 Hz. The peaks between 1 and 10 Hz are due to
the rhythmic structure of the music.

10 m

'

Figure 4(a) showsthe spectral density of audiopower
fluctuations for a recording of Scott Joplin piano rags

9 -

I/F

averaged over the entire recording. Although this music
has a more pronounced metric structure than the Bran-

denburgConcerto, and, consequently, has more structure in the spectral density between 1 and 10 Hz, the

spectral densitybelow I Hz is still 1/f-like.

ß

7

In order to measureSv2(f) at frequencies
below10'2
Hz an audio signal of greater duration than a single
record is needed, for example, that from a radio stationo The audio signal from an AM radio was filtered

andsquared. Sv,.(f) was averagedover approximately
12 h, and thus included many musical selections as well

as announcements
and commercials. Figures 4(b)
through(d) s•how
the spectraldensitiesof the audiopow-

o.

er fluctuations for three radio stations characterized by

different motifs. Figure 4(b) showsSv•(f) for a classi-

cal station. The spectraldensityexhibitsa smooth1/f
dependence. Figure 4(c) showsS•,2(f) for a rock station. The spectraldensityis I/f-like above2x 10's Hz,
and flattens for lower frequencies, indicating that the
correlation of the audio power fluctuations does not extend over times longer than a single selection, roughly

I

)

100s. Figure4(d) showsSg,.(f)for a newsandtalk
station, and is representative of S•,,.(f) for speech.
Onceagainthe spectraldensityis I/f-like. In Fig. 4(b)
andFig. 4(d), Sra(f) remains1/f-like downto the low-

I

I
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-•

I

I

I

-I

0

I

LOG10(f/1 Hz)

FIG. 5. Spectral densityof frequencyfluctuations, Sz(f) vs
f for four radio stations(a) classicah (b) jazz andblues;
(c) rock4 and (d) news and talk.

est frequencymeasured,5x 10'4 Hz, implyingcorrelations

over

times

of a least

5 min.

Another slowly varying quantity in speech and music
is the "instantaneous" frequency. A convenient means
of measuring the frequency is by the rate Z of zero
crossings of the audio signal, V(t). Thus an audio sig-

•

5

(o)

nal of low frequency will have few zero crossings per
second and a small Z, while a high-frequency signal

will have a highZ. For the case of music, Z(t) roughly
follows the melody. Correlations in Z(t) represent correlations

in the frequencies

of successive notes.

Fig-

ure 5 shows the spectral density of the rate of zero

crossings, Sz(f), for four radio stations averagedover
approximately12 h. Z(t) was also smoothedby a 20-Hz
low-pass filter before the spectral density was mea-

suredo Figure 5(a) showsSz(f) for a classical station.

The spectraldensityvaries closelyas 1/f above4x 10'4
Hz. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) showSz(f) for a jazz and
blues station and a rock station.

Here the spectral den-

sity is 1/f-like downto frequenciescorrespondingto

I

the average selection length, and is flat at lower fre-

quencies. Figure 5(d), however, which showsSz(f) for
0
-3

-2

-I

0

I

a news and talk station, exhibits a quite different spec-

I

tral density. The spectral density is that of a quantity

LOGlo(f/1Hz)

FIG. 4. Spectral
density
of audio
powerfiuctuatioas,
Sv2(f)
vsf for (a) ScottJoplinpianorags; (b) classicalradiostation;
(c) rock station• and (d) news and talk station.
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characterized by two correlation times: The average
length of an individual speech sound, roughly 0.1 s, and
the average length of time for which a given announcer
talks, about 100 s. For most musical selections the
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the other pieces showdecreased correlations for times
longer than about 10 s.

The I/f behaviorof quantitiesassociated
with music
and speech is, perhaps, not so surprising. We speculate that measures of "intelligent" behavior should show
-

a 1/f-like spectral density. Whereasa quantitiywith a

(hi

white spectral density is uncorrelated with its past, and

a quantitywith a 1If •' spectraldensitydepends
very
stronglyon its past, a quantitywith a 1/f spectralden-

_ (c)

sity has an intermediate behavior, with some correlation over all times, yet not dependingtoo strongly on its
past. Human communication is one example where cor-

-

relations

(d)_

extend over various

time

scales.

In music

much of the communication is conveyed by frequency

changesthat exhibita 1If spectraldensity. In English
speech, on the other hand, the communicationis not
directly related to the frequencies of the individual
sounds: Successive sounds may convey related ideas

even thoughtheir frequencies are statistically uncorrelated.

In other words, the ideas communicated may

have long time correlations even thoughthe frequencies
of successive sounds are unrelated.

It would also be of

interest to investigate the music and speech of other
cultures, such as Chinese, in which pitch plays an important role in communication.
-3

-2

-I

0

LOGto(f/!

FIG. 6. Audiopowerfluctuationspectradensities,Sv'(.f) vs

f for (a)Davidovsk•'
s Synchronism
I, H, andI• (b)Babbit's
StringQuartetnumber3• (c)Jotas'(•_•,et number3• (d)

i

I

I

1
-2

I
-I

I
0

Carter's Piano concertoin two movements• and (e) Slx)ckhansen's 1V[omen[e.

frequency contenthas correlations that extend over a

large rangeof timesand,consequently,
hasa 1/f-like
spectral density. For normal English speech, on the

(c)

other hand, the frequencies of the individual speech
sounds are statistically unrelated. As a result, the
spectral density is "white" for frequencies less than

about2 Hz, andfalls as 1If 2for f>-2 Hz. In fact, in
Figs. 5(a)-5(c), one observesshouldersat about2 Hz
correspondingto speechaveraged in with the music.
The prominence of this shoulder increases as the vocal
content of the music increases, or as the commercial
interruptions become more frequent.

Figures 6 and 7 show the measured audio power and
frequency fluctuation spectral densities for several
pieces by different composers. In each case the spectral density was averaged over the length of the piece in
the manner described above. Although all of the pieces
show an increasing spectral density at lower frequen-

cies, individual differences can be observed. For the

audiopowerfluctuations(Fig. 6), the selectionsby

Davidovsky
[Fig. 6(a)]andStockhausen
[Fiõ. 6(e)]show
the correlationscharacteristicof the 1/f spectralden-

sitywhilethosebyBabbit[Fig. 6(b)],Jolas[Fig. 6(c)],
andCarter [Fig. 6(d)]showdecreasing
correlationsat
times longer than several seconds. For the frequency

fluctuations
(Fig. ?), Davidovsky's
Synchronism
[Fig.
?(a)]remainsclosestto the 1/f spectraldensity,while
J. Acomt Soe.Am., VoL 63, No. 1, Januaw1978

-3

LOGtO(f/!

FIG. ?. Frequencyfluctuationspectraldensities,Sz(f)

f for (a)Davidovaky'e
Synchronism
l, II, andLD;(b)Babbit's
StringQuartetnumber3; (c) Jolas'Quartetnumber3; (d)
Carter's •iano concerto in two movemeutsi and (e) Stockhansen' Morncute.
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III.

1/f NOISE AND STOCHASTIC COMPOSITION

Theobservation
of{if spectral
densities
foraudio
power and frequency fluctuations in music has implications for stochastic music composition. Traditionally,
stochastic compositions have been based on a random

number generator (white noise source) which is uncor-

•

I

....

-• ,-4.'

,

I

•_-7J. I . _.•

"- .....

--::.-:

; -

--

related in time. In the simplest case the white noise
source can be used to determine the frequency and dura-

tion (quantizedin some standard manner) of successive
notes. The resulting music is and soundsstructureless.
(Figure 8 showsan example of this "white music" which
we have producedusing a white noise source.) Most
work on stochastic composition has been concerned with
ways of adding the time correlations that the random

numbergeneratorcouldnot provide. Low-level Markov
processes(in whichthe probability of a given notede-

pendsonits immediatepredecessors)
were ableto impose some local structure but lacked long time correlations. Attempts at increasing the number of preceding
notes on which the given note depended gave increasingly repetitious results rather than interesting long term

structure.ts By addingrejection rules for the random
choices (a trial note is rejected if it violates one of the
rules), Hiller and Isaacson were also able to obtain

local structurebut no longterm correlations? J. C.

•.? •.

.•.. •,, .•..

, •.==•_•. !.--- '-•.

1/! MUSIC

FTG. 9. •'requellcyanddurationdeterminedby a lff noise
source.

voltageacrossa resistor. The 1if noisewas obtained
from the voltage fluctuations across a current-biased

transistor. The 1if z noisewasobtained
by filtering
the white noise source by a 6 dB per octave low-pass
filter where the cutoff frequency was less than the inverse of the length of the piece of music. The noise
voltage was sampled, digitized, and stored in a PDP-11
computer as a series of numbers whose spectral density
was the same

as that of the noise

source.

These

num-

Tenney has developed an algorithm that introduces longterm structure by slowly varying the distribution of random numbers from which the notes were selected. t8

bers were rounded and scaled to represent the notes of

Thus, although it has been possible to impose some
structure on a specific time scale, the stochastic music

ber specified a high frequency and vice versa. This
process was then repeated with another noise source to
produce an independent series of stored numbers whose

has been

unable

to match

the

correlations

and structure

found in music over a wide range of times.

values corresponded to the durations of successive notes.

We propose that the natural means of adding this

structureis with theuseof a 1if noisesourcerather
than by imposing constraints upon on white noise source.

The 1if noisesourceitself hasthe sametime correlations as we have measured in various types of music.
To illustrate this process at an elementary level, we

presentshorttypicalselectionscomposed
by white, l/f,
and1if 2 noise.
In each case a physical noise source was used to produce a fluctuating voltage with the desired spectrum.
The white

noise

was obtained

from

the Johnson

a standard musical scale (pentatonic, major, or 12
tone chromatic) over a two-octave range: A high num-

noise

The PDP-11 was then used to "perform" the stochastic composition by controlling a single amplitude modulated voltage controlled oscillator. We used sinusoidal,
square, and triangle waveforms and a variety of attack
and decay rates. The computer was also used to put the
stochastic compositions in more conventional form.

Samples of these computer "scores" are shownin Figs.
8-10. Accidentals apply only to the notes they precede.
The scores are presented without bars since no constraints were imposed on durations of successive notes.
In Fig. 8 a white noise source was used to determine

frequencyandduration. In Fig. 9 a 1if noisesource

wasused,whilein Fig. 10 a 1if • noisesourcewasused.
Although Figs. 8-10 are not intendedas complete formal compositions, they are representative of the correlations

between

successive

notes

that can be achieved

when the three types of noise sources of Fig. I are used
to control various musical parameters.

In each case

the noise sources were "Gaussian" implying that values
near the mean were more likely than extreme values.

Over a period of about two years we have played 'samples of our music to several hundred people at nine universities

and research

laboratories.

The listeners

ranged from those with little technical knowledgeof
music to professional musicians and composers. We
WHITE MUSIC

FIG.

Frequency and duration determined by a white noise

playedselectionsof White, i/f, and1/f • musicvarying
in lengthfrom oneto ten minutes. Our 1/f musicwas
judged by most listeners to be far more interesting than

either the white music (which was "too random'•) or the
J. Acou•. Soc.Am., Vol. 63, No. 1, January1978
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trol various synthesizerinputsprovidingcorrelatedbut
random

variations.
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